EDITORIAL

Farm Price Trend is Upward

Twenty years ago the editor of Agricultural Economics reported an upward trend in farm prices for the balance of the war period, according to a survey of farm prices. This survey was limited to the prices of staple crops and livestock products. However, the present trend in farm prices is upward, according to the latest reports from the Department of Agriculture.

Every Congress is a Farm Congress

In no other Congress are the demands of the farmer so marked as at the present time. The farmers are asking for more and better protection for their products, and are demanding more and better service from the federal government.

Some farmers are urging the passage of a bill to establish a federal farm administration, while others are demanding a farm census and a farm census bureau.

The problem facing the Congress is one of the most difficult and complex of any in recent years. The farmers are determined to have their demands met, and they will not rest until they are satisfied.

Junior Farm Bureau Activities

By NICK VANDER FEEN

Agricultural Credit Union

Allan County, Ontario

Lowell, Michigan

The Agricultural Credit Union was organized to assist farmers in obtaining credit. It is a cooperative organization owned by its members, and it operates on a principle of mutual benefit. The Agricultural Credit Union is unique in that it is operated by farmers, for farmers.

Farmers Check Crops

Dealers in Michigan are busy checking the crops. The Michigan Farm Bureau has issued a statement urging farmers to check their crops regularly and to take appropriate action to ensure a good harvest.

Farm Bureau Spends Bills Like Those

In 1925 the American Farm Bureau Federation reported the spending of $1,000,000 on bills. This was a large amount of money, and it was spent for the benefit of the farmers.

One Year Ago in the Farm News

The Farm Bureau Monthly Company, successor to the Michigan Farm Bureau, published a report that the farming industry was very active, and that the farmers were making good money.

Congress Works on Program for All Veterans

All veteran farmers are eligible to receive federal aid under the Farm Bureau plan. This aid is provided to help farmers meet the costs of living during the war.

Farm Bureau Board of Directors to Meet

The Farm Bureau Board of Directors will meet in Wisconsin to discuss the problems facing the farmers today.

No Michigan Farm Bureau

In order to carry out the work of the Farm Bureau, the Michigan Farm Bureau has been established. The Michigan Farm Bureau is a member of the American Farm Bureau Federation, and it is working to assist farmers in their efforts to meet the demands of the war.

Community Farm Bureau Activities

By R. ELLISON

Agricultural Marketing Bureau

Michigan Farm Bureau

The Michigan Farm Bureau has been established to assist farmers in selling their products. The Michigan Farm Bureau is a member of the American Farm Bureau Federation, and it is working to assist farmers in their efforts to meet the demands of the war.

TRADE GROUP PLOTS TROUBLE FOR CO-OPERATIVES

A. B. Reed, secretary of the Michigan Farm Bureau, has issued a warning to the trade groups that they will face trouble if they try to interfere with the work of the Farm Bureau.

The Big Drive Is Going Nicely

The Farm Bureau has launched a drive to educate the public about the needs of the farmers. The drive is going nicely, and the results are being reported.

FACTS ON THE BOOM

In 1926, the Michigan Farm Bureau reported a boom in the farming industry. The boom was caused by the high prices of farm products, and the farmers were making good money.

In a survey of Michigan farmers, it was reported that they were making $500,000 more than they had made the previous year.

The farmers were able to get a good price for their crops, and this helped to make the boom possible.
A Million Members for the Farm Bureau

Drive for one million members. The State Farm Bureau has been assigned a goal in such a campaign. The drive is upon us.

Farm Bureau Would Amend Price Control Act

President Edward D. O'Neill of the American Farm Bureau Federation made the following recommendations for improvement of the Price Control Act:

1. Amend the OPA act to provide that administrators obey the intent ot the law by adjusting farm prices to meet changing conditions.

2. Amend the OPA act to grant the opportunity to improve their economic condition, even if the process of consolidation is temporarily inhibited by the OPA.

3. Amend the OPA act to include the gradual elimination of food price ceilings.
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Memorial Day Suggests Some Questions to Us

By Mrs. Smith in Chance

Some of the most popular sites for Memorial Day services are the graveyards or the cemetery. Most of these services are attended by a large number of people and are held in memory of those who served our country in the past. The services are organized by the local veterans organizations or the community. The services include the playing of taps, the placing of flowers on the graves, and the recitation of poems or prayers. The services are held on Memorial Day, which is celebrated on the last Monday in May.

We Can Prevent a Famine in Legume Seeds

By M. E. WELLS

The situation with legume seeds is critical. It is estimated that the world's supply of legume seeds is only enough to meet the needs of the current year. Legume seeds are necessary for the production of food, especially in areas where there is a shortage of other crops. The shortage of legume seeds is due to the fact that many countries have been affected by drought and other natural disasters.

Unico Cattle Spray Guarantees Livestock Comfort

The new and superior Unico Livestock Spray is an effective way to keep your cattle healthy and comfortable. The spray contains a powerful blend of ingredients that kill harmful insects and parasites, while providing relief from heat and, important,晋升 to the people at home and abroad. The spray is easy to apply and can be used in a variety of situations.

Best for Haying

ASK FOR SAGINAW SALT. We recommend our Medium grade for haying because it is coarse enough so it will not sift down thru the hay but will sift evenly and cure uniformly.

Hay Salted with Saginaw Medium Salt is best apt to catch on flies from spontaneous conditions. It is also more appetizing to your stock.

Salt is the most necessary and the cheapest of all minerals for stock feeding. The use of enough salt in the diet of farm animals saves many times its own cost. In one experiment at the Iowa Agricultural Station, a pound of salt saved as much as 232 pounds of grain.

FEED MORE SALT and don't forget to ask for SAGINAW SALT—obtainable from most feed dealers in Michigan.

SAGINAW SALT PRODUCTS CO.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

Seed News from The Farm Bureau

THANKS A MILLION for the hearty spring movement of farm Bureau women. We are all proud of and grateful for your many and varied services. We are all eagerly awaiting the results of the fall campaign.

We are proud of the women's organization of the National Farm Bureau. It is the only women's organization that is truly representative of all farm women. It is dedicated to the improvement of the farm community and the development of agriculture.

The Farm Bureau Women is an organization of farm women who are members of the National Farm Bureau. It is dedicated to the improvement of the farm community and the development of agriculture. It is the only national organization of farm women that is truly representative of all farm women. It is dedicated to the improvement of the farm community and the development of agriculture.

The Farm Bureau Women is an organization of farm women who are members of the National Farm Bureau. It is dedicated to the improvement of the farm community and the development of agriculture. It is the only national organization of farm women that is truly representative of all farm women. It is dedicated to the improvement of the farm community and the development of agriculture.

We are proud of the women's organization of the National Farm Bureau. It is the only women's organization that is truly representative of all farm women. It is dedicated to the improvement of the farm community and the development of agriculture.
For Bett., Spray
For Codlin Moth
For Copper-pondinll Fungu.
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The accomplishment of this objective may yet be the great achievement meaningful in our own and other countries, the Christian ideal and the

This condition lays the foundation for the next step in social progress, which is to educate the people of different regions and orient their views toward international cooperation. National endeavors need not include only geography, but should also study of the war people live their common problems, their beliefs, their ideas and potential contributions to a peaceful world order.

The impact of these changes among the people will broaden the channel of communication between urban and rural groups, and of nation guarantees the proper location of our surplus products to our

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1. Do we have
5. Can our present standard of living be maintained

Our Unico Black Asphalt Roofing can be used on all types of

UNICO HOUSE and BARN PAINT
They're Very Good. Compare the Prices!

FOR POULTRY
An acre of land will feed

CORN—Alfalfa and Brass Green pastures fill in after the June grass pasture is gone. South grass pasture helps the alfalfa-brome cover your needs. If you haven't this set-up, plan now for next year. Feed grain to pasture to maintain body weight and a longer lactation period. Farm Bureau Milkman 32% protein with your own grain, or Padillar 16% will help your cows make more money.

For FOWL—An acre of feed will handle

PASTURE adds to PRODUCERS
Pasture subtracts from worries, multiplies growth and production, and divides feed requirements. Plan to have pasture for cows, poultry and pigs. Your county agricultural agent has up to the minute suggestions.

For COX—Alfalfa and Clover pasture makes pigs grow faster. Pasture improves their health and increases profits. Farm Bureau Porkman 33% protein can be fed with varying amounts of wheat, corn or oats to meet any age requirement, or varying pasture conditions.

Farm Bureau feeds are manufactured to give you

UNICO DUSTS and INSECTICIDES

For the shady areas where and where you want a spray. Unico Dusted Floating Dust is NOT sufficient for an ass'n to

DEAD ANIMALS COST MONEY
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